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When Stockton Junior College was organized in 1936, the College of
j^e Pacific decided to become a school for upper division and graduate
students only. Stockton Junior College (as it was previously known) be
came concerned with lower division academic preparation, terminal, semiprofessional and technical offerings. This plan was followed with all class
es being held in facilities rented from the College of the Pacific

several years of consideration the 6-4-4 plan was adopted in
by the Stockton Unified School District with grades 11, 12 13 and 14
organized under Stockton College on the Stockton College campus, with
the academic work of grades 13 and 14 being given on C.O.P. Campus
with a few minor exceptions.
More than two-thirds of the Stockton College students are now served
en this new campus. Some students including grades 11 and 12 are being
served and will continue to be served for some time on the College of the
Pacific campus.
With the establishment of the new Stockton College campus and the
appointment of a new President it was the consensus of the administra
tions of both colleges that a reaffirmation of this relationship be made
to allow the student body, the lacully, and the community to understand
better this dual relationship. The following points are particularly signifi
cant at this time:
(1) The College of the Pacific believes in the 6-4-4 plan of organiza
tion ... It is anxious to stay an upper division and graduate school only
(2) The College of the Pacific has certain facilities available such as
classrooms, stadium, offices, auditorium, etc. dormitories, dining halls,
etc., which it is happy to share with Stockton College on a rental basis . . !
Specific faith in this arrangement was manifested by the College of the
After

1948

REMEMBER F.S.A.
CARD SALES START
ALMOST IMMEDIATELY

Vol 45

Facts!

Pacific when $750,000 was invested in 1948 to double the academic space
better to take care of the needs of the two colleges.
(3) Stockton College is hoping in the future to add facilities of a
permanent nature on the campus. Permanent buildings that have been
discussed will be along Kensington Way, including: a combined library
and classroom building; the main classroom building; a home economics
building . . . additional shop facilities, especially in the fields of agricul
ture and the electrical trades; and the completion of the Gymnasium . . .
(4) There is a flexibility which is afforded by the joint employment
of teachers . . . There is no idea of ever using all teachers on a joint basis.
Where it is convenient and to the mutual benefit of both institutions as
well as to the individual teacher this arrangement is expected to continue
as far as we can now ascertain . . .
(5) Between the two colleges, we now have jointly 413 acres in the
northwest part of Stockton devoted to education. College education in the
City of Stockton as reported in the present dual campus relationship re
tains in, and attracts to the community over $3,000,000 a year directly . . .
(6) With the increase in enrollment immediately apparent, space be
comes a problem. Stockton College, which is already a larger school than
pre-war Stanford University, will have more than 5,000 students within
the next five years. Naturally it is expected that the College of the Pacific
will also increase in size in proportion to the number of students now stay
ing in school for the last two years of Stockton College.
(7) If entity is to be gained, and 6-4-4 plan to be successful, it is
axiomatic that a greater coordination between grades 11, 12, 13 and 14
must be effected. An institution the type of Stockton College cannot build
(Continued on Page 8)
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Plans Formed For Baxter Stadium Enlargement; Open Senate Meeting Bach Festival Today, Tomorrow
Project To Be Financed By Sale Of Scrip
Mon., at 7, Music fC
Plans for the $250,000 enlargement of Baxter Stadium to a
capacity of 35,000 seats are rapidly beginning to take shape. This
Project is to be financed by the sale of script books at $100.00 each,
w ich will allow holders to see ten home games free a year. The
sa e will begin as soon as a Chamber of Commerce committee is
aPPointed to assist in this cam-*
—
paign.

AH funds received from the
books will be placed in es
crow until sufficient funds have
,een Pledged, according to Presi
dent Robert Burns.
This expansion will mean an
crease of 25,000 seats from the
sent 10,000, and all concerned
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Philosophers Assemble
To Chew the Fat Tonite

BURNS ON TRIP

ith
t° President Burns of the College
?> Rm
the Naranjado of Pacific, left last Friday on a
• 311 Administration two months' tour of Europe.
While there, he will study the
trends in higher education and
world conditions.
Dr. Burns will first stop in
les ana
u L"«»r sympaCincinnati to attend the annual
tainiiy „ condolences to the (sessions of the University-Senate
4Vi r
friends of Miss
e
of the Methodist Church, the
|6r> who
6n' English teachAmerican Association of Colleges
the Vist^5"*1 away during
and Universities and the AssociaW^Ktrna
vacation.
s
(Continued on Page 6)
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Convention, Music and Singing

Separation of the student body
The College of the Pacific Conservatory of Music will observe
organization of COP and Stock
the
200th
Anniversary of the death of Johann Sebastian Bach with
ton College will be discussed at
three programs of the master's music Friday and Saturday, January
the open Senate meeting next
13 and 14, at the College of Pacific Conservatory Auditorium.
Monday evening 7 p.m., in Music
"• The festival, under the direction
C.
of Wesley K. Morgan will also be
Mo Hess, F.S.A. president, ur
a part of the 1950 Bay Area sec
ges students of both colleges to
tion convention of the Music Edu
attend the meeting. He also added,
cators National Conference, which
"A special invitation is extended
will bring hundreds of Northern
to SC students living off campus,
California music leaders to COP
as they were conspicuous by
today and tomorrow.
their absence last time."
First published in 1900, the com
plete
works of Bach fill 60 vol
At this meeting, the committee
umes. From these vast folios,
formed to investigate the prob
Mr. Morgan has chosen three pro
lem, will report its findings to
grams, one each to present the
the Senate. The committee is
great organ, orchestral, and chor
composed of five representatives
al music of the "master of mas
from each Unit, and is headed
ters".
by Joe Gallegos, Unit II, and
Friday, at 8:30 P.M., Earl WeinJames Wilson, faculty advisor to
rich, world famous organist of
the group.
Princeton and Columbia Univer
sities, will play a concert on the
(Continued on Page 6)

The Philosophy Club's annual
presidential banquet honoring
President Pierce Wheeler will be
held tonight at 6 p.m. at the El
Kobar.
The banquet, usually held in
May, has been set up this year
due to the graduation of the
president. Pierce Wheeler will
speak on "A Philosophical Ap
praisal of Egocentricity."
The graduation of several
members has left vacancies in
the membership. Any person in
terested in becoming a member
should see Dr. Nietman, chair
man of the Philosophy Depart
ment.

SC Registration
Mr. Lewis Windmiller, Regi
strar of Stockton College, an
nounced late last week that reg
istration for next semester Stock
ton College students began on
January 9, and will continue over
a period of three weeks through
January 27.
Registration is being held in
building F in rooms 5 and 6. Post
cards are being sent out by the
guidance office to the students
notifying them on what days and
hours to register.

Les Abbott to Direct
Production In East
"Winterset," the Maxwell An
derson play for presentation in
the March of Drama Series at
New York's Dramatic Workshop,
is under the direction of Les Ab
bott, a former College of the Pa
cific drama major.
Les directed "Home of the
Brave," a Pacific Little Theatre
production last year, and did a
great deal of theatrical work while
in college. Before going to New
York City in September he was
director of the Stockton Commun
ity Players.
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Colliver Leads 6
To Illinois Meet

AVID STUDENTS
TO VISIT BANKS

CASH! FELLOWSHIPS!

APPLY NOW!

KAEO CELEBRATES SECOND
ANNIVERSARY JAN. 6th

One hundred avid students of
Students interested in applying
hl
Money and Banking journey to for research fellowships, granted
6 ""''I-''1 by. KAEO^
Six Pacific students, with Dr.
day
to
the
Federal
Reserve
Bank
annually by the Haynes Founda ue m l entered into its third year of campus broadcasting. ,Jllst
George Colliver as counselor, at
and the head office of the Central tion, or cash prizes offered to heralded, en
esented its first broadcast to its listening publin
tended the quadrennial confer
yT„T.
Student
IBank
in San Francisco on a field musical students by The Atwater
P"b«c
*• ™™lder.bly
ence of the Methodist
s
•known than it was at that time
Movement in Urbana, Illinois, trip designed to teach them the Kent Foundation may do so in Today it has a mucn
the near future, according to re
The first broadcast was honored
from December 27 to January 1. value of money.
The monetary scholars, who leases received by the Weekly of
with the presence of the star 0f
The conference theme was study historical and present day
the Pat Novak show, Jack Webb
"Christian Use of Power in a Sec developments in the field of mon fice January 9.
Pat Novak has since passed int0
Only graduate students who
ular World." Over 2,000 students ey and banking, plan to look over
The College of the Pacific will the abyss that shows sometimes
led by a faculty of 300 discussed the bank's etchings after lunch, are citizens of the United States
ideas pertaining to the theme. which will be provided by the and candidates for the doctoral serve as a center of the adminis go, but KAEO still lives on
degree may apply for the three tration of the National Teacher Since that time KAEO has moved
Only one state was not repre
banking house.
Examinations in this area on Sa - from the building which is now
sented.
The Central Bank head office Haynes fellowships.
occupied by TKK over to incor.
urday, February 18, 1950
Through
these
$2,000
fellow
COP was represented by Carol is purported to be one of the
porate itself into the studio fa.
Application
for
examination
Glass, Mary Belle Taylor, Chai- largest such offices in California. ships, the Foundation hopes to ad
soon Cha, Irene Helgeson, Verlan The Federal Reserve Bank is the vance its educational program can be made only by submitting cilities of our FM outlet, KCVN.
Stahl and Don Martin. The trip West Coast's private cabbage centered on the social problems of a completed application form to From then till now, it has im
the contemporary society in Cali gether with the required fee to creased its broadcasting hours
was made both ways on the Cali patch.
fornia. It is specifically inter Educational Testing Service, P.O. and hence the quality and quan
fornia Zephyr. California had 47
ested, according to the announce Box 592, Princeton, New Jersey. tity of listening for you.
delegates.
Wichita University
KAEO is owned and operated
ment, in aiding studies "dealing This application should be sent by
University of Chicago president
by
the members of Alpha Epsilon
...
..
with
problems
of
state
and
local
January
13,
1950.
TVlo
R. M. Hutchins, University of Il
Wichita, Kansas ACP) - The
^ment human relations in
The tests include two parts, the Omicron, the honorary radio
linois, president George M. Stod "Sunflower of Wichita Umver ,^
^
^ and Common Examinations and the fraternity. They officiate as the
dard, Bishop G. Bromley Oxnam, sity reports that a moving picture
population Optional Examinations. The Com managing staff of the organiza
conseqUences,
were among the outstanding edu camera purchased by the.women s |
^ movements, raee mon Examinations, recommended tion but also give new comers and
cational leaders of the day who' physical education department * I
blems of urban civ.
for all candidates, are designed to all interested radio people a
spoke at the conference.
being used to film womens gym'
.
.
,
on
evaluate
the professional informa chance to work on the station. It
; soma security, and pubHigh point of the meeting was classes. Purpose of the pictures ^
tion, general culture, and mental is their job to see that you be
the final drama entitled, "Thine of dancing, horseback riding, ten-jllc administration,
is the Power." A huge chorus nis and archery classes is to show I March 1, 1950 has been an- abilities and basic skills of pro come conscious of the mand ot
the station.
and excellent cast made this pre students their faults so that they nounced as the deadline for ac- spective teachers.
Since they began, they inaugur
cepting applications, while ap
sentation exceptionally inspiring may correct them.
ated the Sears award which is
pointments will be announced on
and memorable.
Centennial Slogan
given to the outstanding student
Fond mother—"Now that Jun May 1 and will take effect on
Dr. Colliver reported that in the
July
1.
Additional
information
ior
has
finished
college,
are
you
The Centennial Slogan contest who contributes the most to ra
group he led three were thir
teen people — no two from the going to take him into your busi- concerning these fellowships may has been extended until Feb. 1, dio and campus life. It consists
: be obtained by writing to the 1950, according to Art Farey, of of the person's name being added
same college. The discussions ness?"
to the plaque and also a cash
Frank father — "Couldn't you Haynes Foundation, 2324 South the Public Relations Office.
were extremely valuable to all
Figueroa
Street,
Los
Angeles
7.
prize
of $100.00. This award has
use
him
for
a
bridge
prize?"
concerned.
As previously mentioned in the
Any non-professional singer be Pacific Weekly, the slogan will be been made possible through the
tween the ages of 18 and 28 may used throughout the College ob generosity of the Sears and Roe
apply for the Atwater Kent Audi servance of the one hundredth buck Co. In the past it has been
tions which are scheduled to be anniversary, and a prize of $25.00 awarded to such outstanding per
gin in approximately six weeks. has been posted by Chancellor sonalities as Robert Holmes, Tom
Stephens, Johnny Graves, and
There is no fee for the applica Tully Knoles.
tions which can be obtained by
Rules of entry and a clipout Claire Rampton. It is awarded
every semester by a vote of the
writing to the Atwater Kent Foun form are provided below:
dation, Box 1511, Hollywood 28.
members of the Radio Workshop
FORM OF ENTRY
Date Received
-v.. subject to approval of the staff.
From a humble beginning, it
SLOGAN COMPETITION FOR
has
progressed to the point where
Unusual Values!
THE COLLEGE OF PACIFIC
there are now at least one-sixth
CENTENNIAL
At Our
This competition is open to of the COP student body engaged
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE
all without restriction. Any in radio classes or participating in
number of entries may be sub radio work. A member of IBS,
•
the inter-collegiate radio broad
mitted by any one person.
The judges will seek the slo casting system, it is considered
Walter's House
gan best representing the Col one of the finest set-ups anywhere
s
lege at its 100th anniversary, west of the Mississippi. It >
of Gifts
achieving
a
state-wide
reputation
and the one most useful for
identifying the program of the for outstanding work and as a
2119 Pacific Ave.
year of the centennial celebra consequence attracted many stu
tion, reserving the right to re dents to Pacific.
These are the thingst hat KAE
ject all entries if, in their opin
has accomplished in the Pa®1
ion, none is acceptable.
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
All entries become the prop What the future holds nobo y
PASTRY GOODS . . .
erty of the College and cannot knows. But if the past is an7
Place your order early for
be returned. In cases of iden indication of the future, and i
special banquets, coffee clubs
tical entries, the first received generally is, you can rest assure
or bridge party needs. Meticu
that KAEO on its third birthday
will be the one considered.
lous attention is given.
All entries should be ad will be bigger and better than
dressed to the CENTENNIAL ever.
SLOGAN COMMITTEE, Col
lege of the Pacific, Stockton.
74 DOWN
Results of the contest will be
announced only through public 3628 TO GO
information media on a date to IN TWO WEEKS
be determined by the committee.
As of December 16, 74 stude ^
GREY
Name
had been dismissed from Sto
ton College for exceeding the 1
Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
Address
GRA-GREEN
it of 20 cuts.
SLOGAN:
1910 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 6-6324

" r.\Tth«i'. S

Nat'l Teacher Exams

Tube Held Here Feb. 18

PENNEY'S

MEN'S SANFORIZED
TWILL PANTS...

098

KHAKI

# Our Cakes Are Made With
Swans Down Cake Flour #

As neat and rugged a pant as you can buy anywhere!
And Penney's cash-and-carry price is thrifty, too! Dur
able heavyweight army twill pants. Sanforized. Fast
color. Lots of roomy pocket space. Sizes 29 to 40.

$15,000

IN P R I Z E S

When on the Avenue

For Non-Professional
SINGERS

STOP FOR A SNACK

Write for Application

AT THE
— SEE US FOR PARTY SPECIALTIES —
MAIN AND CALIFORNIA

PH. 7-7061

1928 Pacific Avenue

Phone 7.7Q95

ATWATER KENT
FOUNDATION
Hollywood 28
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
Jan>
Friday,
BACH FESTIVAL — Conservatory

Basketball: S.C. Mustangs vs. Menlo *»turX Lambda Phi — "Winter Formal"
West Hall Dance
BACH FESTIVAL — Conservatory
Basketball: C.O.P. vs. Fresno State
Monday, •Ian>

DALE WAUHAB
ENGAGEMENT TOLD

Estelle, Bob Announce
Coming Marriage

! Mary Lou, Hal Tell
A'

out Engagement

HERE
9:00-12:00 P.M.
9:00-12:00 P.M.

"

No events scheduled.

TUeStlpaculty

Recital: Welt on & LaMond—Conserv. 8:15 P.M.
Basketball: S.C. Mustangs vs. Visalia — THERE
Wednesday, Jan. 18
Folk Dance—Stockton College Gym
8:00-10:00 P.M.
Red Cross College Unit Meeting
Room 308, Adm. Bldg.
7:30-8:30 P.M.
Internat'l. Relations Club—Anderson "Y" 7:30-9:30 P.M.
Frosh Women's "Y" Fashion Show
Anderson "Y"—Upstairs
7:00-8:30 P.M.
Reception for Grad. Seniors—President's Res. 8:00 P.M.
Basketball: S.C. Mustangs vs. Armstrong—HERE
Thursday, Jan. 19
Faculty Club, C.O.P.—Anderson "Y"
6:30-9:00 P.M.
Basketball: C.O.P. vs. Stewart Chev.—Kezar, S.F.
Friday, Jan. 20
Basketball: S.C. Mustangs vs. Monterey—THERE
Saturday, Jan. 21
Basketball: C.O.P. vs. Olympic Club—HERE
S.C. Mustangs vs. Hartnell—THERE
Sunday, Jan. 22
Mu Phi Epsilon Initiation—Anderson Hall 4:00-6:00 P.M.

Derr and Brady
Hon. Archites

PHYL FREY TELLS
OF WEDDING PLANS

Dutch Derr, Secretary-Manager
of the Stockton Chamber of Com
merce, and Mrs. Ann Brady,
Girl's Placement Head of the Col
lege of Pacific, became honorary
members of Archania at the
fraternity's formal initiation held
at Morris Chapel last Sunday.

—"Photo by Don "Wheeler

Thursday, January 5, Tau Kap
pa again had the the opportunity
to sample a piece from the tradi
tional five-pound box of candy
when Dale Wauhab announced
her engagement to William Ray
mond Iden, Jr.
Dale is a senior at COP major
ing in science. She is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wau
hab of Centerville.
Bill is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Iden of Marysville. He is
attending law school at Santa
Clara.
They plan to be married early
in September.

A little red "devil" appeared in
South Hall last Thursday even
ing, let the cat out of the bag,
literally and figuratively speak
ing, and announced the engage
ment of Mary Lou Crump and Hal
Spiess. The announcement had
been made previously at the brideelect's home last December 24.
Mary Lou, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. Crump of Sebastopol, is active in school affairs,
serving as president of the YWCA
and vice-president of the C.S.T.A.
Hal, the son of Mr. and Mrs. H.
R. Spiess of Antioch, is a member
of Archania and holds the posi
tion of chaplain for the fraternity.

Design Is Theme
Of West Hall Dance

liciniry, Paris fo
Mademoiselle Board

The passing of a five-pound box
of candy at West Hall last week
told the news of the coming mar
riage of Estelle Jewell to Bob
Klein, March 4.
Estelle is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Jewell of Sebastopol. She is a senior at COP ma
joring in psychology.
Bob, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Vincent Klein of Berkeley, is a
graduating senior at COP major
ing in sociology. He has played
for three years on the Pacific
football team.
The wedding will be a small
ceremony for the family in Mor
ris Chapel. The couple plan to
live in Stockton until Estelle's
graduation in June.

Anne McEniry from San Fran Ginger, Dave Repeat
cisco and Pat Paris from San r
Marino, have been appointed to I Do's' December 17
the national College Board of
Late afternoon rites in Morris
Mademoiselle magazine. The two Chapel joined Virginia Allen and
appointees were selected from David Prince in marriage last
among four thousand competing December 17.
students in colleges across the
The bride wore a white cash
nation.
mere crepe tailored formal gown
Miss McEniry and Miss Paris
and a cloche of white feathers
will report campus news, fads
and rhinestones. Jean Brown, her
and fashions in addition to com
Tau Kappa sorority sister, was
pleting three magazine assign
Ginger's only attendant.
ments which include a personal
Ginger is the daughter of Mr.
autobiography and a project for
one of Mademoiselle's feature de and Mrs. Everett Allen of Au
burn. She is a junior in C.O.P.
partments.
The two co-eds will also be and is majoring in education.
Dave is the son of Mr. and
competing for one of twenty
Guest Editorships which involve Mrs. F. J. Prince of San Fran
four weeks of practical experi cisco. He is a member of Archa
ence in the magazine's headquar nia, a senior, and is majoring in
ters in New York at regular salary business administration.
They are now residing in
and with transportation paid.
NOTED
Stockton and plan to finish
Both
girls
are
members
of
Al
Mu Zeta Rho held a fireside getschool.
together last Saturday evening. pha Theta Tau sorority at Pacific.
Margaret McGolderick was gen
eral chairman of the affair and
serving under her were Fern
Reilly, refreshments; Pat John
son, chaperones; Mary Alice
George, decorations; and Mary
Jane Nicholas, clean-up.

"Design" will be the theme of
West Hall's informal dance given
tomorrow evening from 9 until 12'.
In accordance with the theme,
all decorations will be in shades
of black, white, and shocking pink.
Also in prominent use will be ab
stract forms lent to the hall by
the Stockton College and College
of the Pacific art departments.
Committee chairmen for the
evening are Lois Hodge, decora
tions; Helen Hoar, refreshments;
Honey Wineroth, music; Viola
Little, clean-up; and Pat Thomas
and Sue Thomson, bids.
Music will be provided by Roger
Wolfe and his combo.

Derr is well known for his work
on behalf of the Tiger football
team during the past season. He
is one of the chief advocates of
the new stadium.

Mrs. Brady has been connected
with the College of Pacific for
raany years. She is well known
by those who reside on campus
for her work on behalf of the
Pacific living groups.
Those
accepted 111
into
•»- who
" no were
WCiC act-cpicu
LVJ
lln 1U11
lClLCIO
Tin
foil letters
:tive membership at the initia- j straight pins to the top layer in
on include
wmvav. Tom
Auiu Carle,
A/aiic, Clarence
L/iai trm-c: i a five-pound box of chocolates
telle, BiU Berck, Bob Tuck, John- were the medium for announcing
>y Wheeler, Bob Toney, Ferris to West Hall the impending, June
tess, and Fred Tulan.
4, marriage of Phyllis Frey and
Tom McGee.
Roaring Twenties' Given
Phyl is a senior majoring in re
ligious education. She is the
By TK Last Saturday
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. J. J.
History repeated itself at Tau Frey of Evanston, Illinois.
^aPpa Kappa last Saturday
Tom, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ening when an informal -cos- A. F. McGee of Beaumont, is also
•noe: dance, "Roaring Twenties," a senior majoring in sociology.
was held.
After Tom's graduation in the
first
summer session in July, the
with the theme the
couple
plan to move near Los
W3S
decorated
fall
with black
liacr Wittl °*d time dance steps Angeles where he will work for
Ihe a,rnmed
white footprints. his master's degree at USC.
Dodie Shannon and Harry Kane
Proration® and costumes,
are now Mr. and Mrs. following
tlle mus*c and floorshow
wedding ceremonies held in Mor
hest,° ^°P Hanson and his orris Chapel last December 20. Both
' set the mood.
will continue their studies here
tlashhi"? intermission
flicker
A poinsettia decorated cake in at C.O.P.
rau jA s Were shown to the scribed with the names of the
pri2 ppa Sirls and their dates. couple announced the betrothal
tCnox air'6 Presented to Grace of Sallie Taylor to David Wayne SALES
costutnp D°n Howe for the best Silva at a gathering of both fami
SERVICE
Prince fS' an.^ to Ginger* and Dave lies on December 20 in Stockton.
r
W
nn
n
c°ntest °
' ' S the Charleston
Sallie, the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. Taylor of Stockton, is a
ch 1a AnderSOn was general sophomore in Stockton College
n
^Ue'es°f the dance. Other majoring in music therapy.
Dave is attending the COP maAlie Were headed by GinHe is affiliated
ace iA Prince, decorations; joring in music. —
X
food
with
Phi
Mu
Alpha,
music fraSTOCKTON
%• u/° '
; Wilma Mast,
We' M oahda
r ~ r "Rhinehart,
• m n e n a r t , music;
music; temity. His parents are Mr.an
TYPEWRITER CO.
and 3S' bidR: and Nancy Har- Mrs. John F. Silva of Clarksb" 8" 121 N. California Ph. 2-8514
pledges, clean-up
Wedding plans are indefinite.

BRIEFLY

Sallie Taylor Reveals
Christmas Engagement

cGREGOR..•
NYLON JACKETS
LIGHT WEIGHT
WASHABLE
TALON ZIPPER

<v#

SS

15.95
Navy
Hunter Green

(P^xford iKop
r o ft m< n

1718 Pacific Ave.

»»v »

•

Phone 2-3202
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Seimering - Monagan
Seek Major Opponents

Surprise Rally Honors Eddie;

pacifitflip&p0 n® All-American Also Feted by Lodi

Hoping to get games with ma
jor opponents for the enlarged
Baxter Stadium, Football Coach
Larry Seimering and Athletic
Manager Bob Monagan left last
Tuesday for the annual coach's
meeting to be held in New York
over the coming week-end.
The strength of the College of
Pacific's football schedule may
depend upon the success that the With lettermen returning to all
college's two representatives have but two positions, Coach Hugh \
at this confab.
McWilliams looks forward to a
Last week Louisiana State con successful baseball season this
tacted the athletic department and spring.
asked to have the 1950 Bengals Back for his third year at first
fill the September 30th date on
their schedule. The proposed base will be Sonny Adkins, a con
sistent hitter and a flawless field
game will take place at Baton
er. Also returning to the infieldj
Rouge.
Certain obstacles prevented the are Wally Dietrich at third base'
athletic department from accept and shortstop Buddy Jones.
ing the game outright. One ob The outfield will again be pa
stacle is that with the schedule as trolled by Jim Enos, Don McCorit now stands, the acceptance mick, and Ken Rose. Two varsity j
would mean that Pacific would hurlers, Bob Grunsky and Sam
play its first four games away West, will head the mound corps.
from home. If the new stadium Only the catching department and
is not completed in time, this ar the keystone sack will be manned
rangement would be satisfactory. by non-lettermen.
Another solution would be to McWilliams expects a great deal
shift the St. Marys' game sched of aid from infielders Equinoia,
uled for Kezar Stadium to the new Leighton, White, and possibly
stadium. If this were done, then Chuck Davis, shortstop for Stock
the Tigers would play their first ton College two years ago. Bobby
game at home and their next three Leighton is also expected to add
some depth to the outer gardens.
away.
Teams already scheduled by Pa Handling the catching chores
cific for the next season include will probably be Bob Graziani and
Santa Clara, St. Marys, San Jose Lloyd Chelli. Jack Sandman and
State, Denver, Nevada, Fresno southpaw Jerry Griffin are two
new pitching prospects.
State, and Cincinnati.

Returning Vets
To Bolster COP
Baseball Outlook

Eddie LeBaron, Pacific's all
time All-American, is finally get"
ting some reward for his very
considerable part in placing, an(J
keeping, College of Pacific' and
Stockton before the sportsmindefl
people of the country. Eddie, who
has just returned from Florida
after playing in the Senior Bowl
game, was given a welcome home
luncheon in Lodi last Monday. To
show their appreciation, Eddie
was presented with a beautiful
new television set, a pen and pencil set, and a 20-gauge shotgun.
Stockton has already made plans
to present him with a new 1950
Studebaker convertible and a
sparkling diamond ring.
Not to be outdone by Lodi, Pa.
cific held a surprise welcoming
rally in the C.O.P. auditorium fol
lowing the Lodi luncheon. Eddie
was given some shotgun shells
for his new gun, and some sta
tionery and ink to go with his
new pen and pencil set! However,
the climax of the rally was the
awarding of his famous "number
40" jersey to Eddie by his coach,
Larry Siemering. Football fans
will miss this well known "num
ber 40" next season at Pacific, as
plans have been made to retire
Eddie's jersey from circulation.
Eddie was very pleased to re
ceive his jersey to keep as a me
mento of the four action-filled
years he has spent here at C.O.P.
He said he felt he could never
forget Pacific and everyone who
has made it possible for him to
achieve the success that he has
had. He told a little about how it
By PHIL GUTHRIE
felt to be playing in the East-West
College of Pacific's still unim Stewart Chevrolet and Hamline game and the Senior Bowl against
pressive basketball team will at clubs.
men so highly touted as bonetempt to find a winning combina Since then they have felt the crushers — and so much larger
tion when they meet the Fresno loss of the sharpshooting Wirt, than himself.
State aggregation on the Bull dropping games to the Olympic When Eddie left the rally there
Club, and the University of Neva seemed to be a feeling throughout
dog's court tomorrow night.
da.
the crowd of gratitude toward Ed
The Bengal cause suffered a
Against the Bulldogs tomorrow
die for helping this year at Pa
terrific blow when Bill Wirt, high
night, Coach Kjeldsen will prob
scoring pivot man for the cagers,
cific to be an outstanding and
broke his leg in a Christmas va ably use the same team which unforgettable one of friendship,
held the Nevada Wolfpack to a
cation snow escapade.
loyalty, and good sportsmanship
55-51 score in the second of a two.
Up to the time Bill was in game series with the lads from . . there was a feeling of gram
tude toward Eddie for being such
jured, the Tiger quintet had be Reno.
us
gun to find the right set up and
Next Thursday the cagers will a great leader, and ... for i
during the first part of the Yule- meet the Stewart Chevrolet club being Eddie.
tide layoff had won a pair of in the Kezar Pavilion in San
games from San Francisco State Francisco, and their next home
and Sacramento State while drop appearance will be with the Olym
ping closies to the highly touted pic Club.

Pacific Hoop Squad Seeks to Break
Stockton Col. Quint Battles Menlo Home Court Jinx at Fresno Sat.
And San Mateo Here; Visalia Next
Having been eliminated from
the State Junior College Basket
ball Tournament at Modesto on
opening day by Placer College,
the tourney champions, the
Stockton College Mustangs, anx
ious to get back on the win col
umn, meet Stanford Prep, viz.
Menlo College, in their first con
ference game at the COP gym at
8:15. The Mustangs play a strong
San Mateo J.C. Bulldog five in
another conference tussle on the
following night at the same place
and time.
Unfortunately the S.C. quintet
was not seeded in the champion
ship bracket at the Modesto
Tournament, and consequently
were scratched from the list af
ter appearing in only one contest.
The Placer College Spartans
took everyone by surprise, includ
ing the Mustangs, by squeezing
past the Stockton five 51-48 on
Wednesday afternoon (Jan. 4) and
then went on to win the Tourna
ment. The Spartans were paced
by George Goto, six foot Nisei
forward named the most valuable
tournament player, who scored 13
points against the Mustangs and
by Jim Sugrue, 6 foot 5 inch cen
ter, who made 17 points. Guard
Lee Kaupke, S.C. long-shot artist,
forward Rod Detrick and guard
Del King, S.C. captain, led the
Stockton team with 12, 11, and 10
points respectively.
On the following day, Stockton
College defeated John Muir Col
lege of'Pasadena 51-37 in a prac
tice tilt. Forward Rod Detrick led
Mustang scoring by garnering 14

digits while Captain King potted
12 points for the victors.
Coach Van Sweet's men tangle
with two of the toughest outfits
in the N.C.J.C.C. this weekend
when they meet he Menlo and
San Mateo hardwood teams. Menlo
Coach Roy Hughes brings a starstudded aggregation to Stockton
which includes Ken Flower, 6
foot 1 inch guard, hailed as the
greatest prep to come out of San
Francisco since Kevin O'Shea,
Notre Dame's All-American, and
high-scoring, southpaw guard Bob
Yardley, brother of Stanford's
George, plus Captain Ervin Gisler, another former San Fran
cisco prep star. San Mateo's at
tack is spearheaded by two cen
ters, Bud Watkins, 6'4" and Bob
Peterson 6'5", who are both used
at the same time in Coach Ray
Balsey's double pivot post type
offense.
The Mustangs lost a heartbreaker to Grant Tech 45-44 on
December 17 at Sacramento and
then easily defeated a weak Arm
strong College five 50-32 on Janu
ary 3 here in two warm-up con
tests prior to the Modesto Tour
ney.
The Mustangs journey to Visa
lia next Tuesday to meet the Col
lege of Sequoias Giants in an
other tough battle. Bob Fohster,
6 foot 4 inch center has been the
leading offensive threat for the
Giants thus far this season.
Then the hoopmen of Stockton
College come home to meet Arm
strong College in a return en
gagement at the COP gym Wed
nesday night.

Gael Quint Stops
Pacific, 48-47
The St. Marys Gaels defeated
the COP quintet, 48-47, last we
nesday at the Pacific Pavilion 1
a hotly contested game.
The score was close through®
especially in the second
when not more than three Poin
ever separated the two team
Pacific led at half-time, 24-21High-point man for the Ga
and the game was Augie
winkle, with 16 points. He
closely followed by Joe Thurs
of the Moraga quint who ne
13 counters.
_ n.
"Corky" Ortez paced the o
gal five with 14 points.
FUTURE SCHEDULE
Jan. 14 Fresno State
Arpzar
Jan. 19 Stewart Chevrolet
Jan. 21 Olympic Club COP
Jan. 28 Sacto. State Sacram
Feb. 7 Chico State
COP «
Feb. 8 SF State
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DENTON SHOOTS

FANNON THE BREEZE

SG Swim Team Seeks
j Fourth Conference Title

By WILL FANNON

i

"Stockton College is aiming at
their fourth straight conference
-he LeBaron - Celeri dispute of their accomplishments durin„
swimming title this year," Coach
hed its climax during the New previous years and because of
Bill Anttila said when interviewed
lC
pay bowl games. Both of
| last Tuesday. "However," he addpleading
West Coast quar their favorable publicity.
; ed, "a few more darkhorses are
two
attractions
&
played
in
"
Another
good
example
of
the
needed to round out the squad."
,"erbacks
CTtop' Bight opposition.
fallacious All-American selections
The Mustang natators are
is
Travis
Tidwell,
Auburn
(Ala
strong
in the breastroke where A1
Eddie LeBaron, College of PaTidwell was
Light, Jack Murphy, and Tony
fc'S All-American quarterback, bama) quarterback.
Fisher will represent the defend
rticipated in the Shrine Game at selected by Southeastern Confer
ing conference champions. The
fan Francisco on the 31st of De- ence coaches as the most valuable
backstroke combination will be
LeBaron was shifted man, in the conference but was
mben
Jack Humphreys, former Lodi
f m a T formation quarterback neglected by the All-America se
High star, and Bill Vaughan of
1°a double wing tailback. Play lectors. In both the Blue-Gray
jMt. Diablo High School.
in a system for the first time game and the Senior Bowl, Tid
Ray Carmassi, last year's Gold
' three years didn't seem to both well proved his worth. He also
astounded
the
experts.
en
Gate'swimming champion, will
er "Excellent" Eddie. His passing
pace the Mustang distance squad
and running astounded the ex
The All-American team is sup
with the aid of Harold Ball, a vet
perts, and tire unheralded quarter posed to be composed of the top
eran of last year's squad, and
walked away with the eleven players in the nation. The
Walter Baun up from the water
game's outstanding player award players are supposed to be selec
'polo team.
Bob Celeri, University of Cali ted on ability not on press notices.
j
The sprints will be handled by
fornia's field general, played with If this cannot be followed, why
; Gordon Gillin, John Nugent, and
bis mates in the Rose Bowl in not forget the All-America selec
Stewart Boyd. The latter is a newPasadena against the Buckeyes of tions and confine the all-star bal
j comer from Hawaii. Diving will
Ohio State. Pressured by a hard loting to sectional teams. Has
ibe taken care of by Jim Stackcharging Buckeye line, the Cali football outgrown the All-Amer
i house, veteran of the 1948 Stock
fornia T master was in hot water ica?
ton College squad who is return
constantly and ended the game
The College of Pacific football
ing to school after a year's ab
with a net gain of minus 28 yards
sence.
Hit bootleg plays were no mystery team of 1949 was the greatest of
Shown above is Jim Denton, Pacific guard, taking a jump shot
If anyone who has had swim
to the Buckeyes, and his passing all Bengal elevens. Some may
tend to disprove this by citing as during the Nevada game. Standing at the right is Howie Pearce, ming experience cares to try out
showed few signs of brilliance.
an example the 1943 squad, but
Another point in LeBaron's fa one should remember that that Pacific center, while John McCandless watches from the background. for the team, he should contact
Bill Anttila. There are still open
vor is the fact that most of his team was composed of players
ings in the squad.
rushing gains were right over the from different institutions in the
famed Notre Dame duo of Leon vicinity. It was a naval team and
Hart and Jim Martin. A feat that included in its ranks players from
is anything but simple.
jra. With material now on hand, the
St. Marys, Santa Clara, USF,
UOJ., Pa
Before leaving the Shrine game, cific, and other well known in-1 Stockton College track squad can
Attention! Stockton College
Coach Van Sweet's Stockton
1look
J 'to a season as sue
this writer would like to take stitutions. The 1949 eleven is
"~'" forward
*
Men Students . . .
College Mustangs, led by Mike
space to congratulate John Rohde College of Pacific eleven and cessful if not more successful than
All those who are interested
for his fine performance in that showed itself with honor through that enjoyed by the teams of the in trying out for the Mustang Toomay and Rod Detrick, looked
highly impressive as they galloped
encounter. The College of Paci out the season.
previous two years.
Baseball team this Spring to an easy victory over the Fresno
fic was ably represented by these
Returning, veterans include should sign up at the Stockton
This writer would like to go on
two demons of the gridiron.
Jim Fairchild, shot put, who won College Gym on the South J.C. Rams by a score of 60-45 last
record as suggesting that a tro
Tuesday.
the NCJCC title last year; John
ALL-AMERICANS?
phy be presented to the team as Tofflemire, pole vault, who Campus next Monday (Jan. 16)
The Mustangs grabbed the lead
whole. We have a trophy for reached 12'3"; and Bob Wood, at 4:15 p.m.
A midwestern sportswriter reearly in the first half, and held it
There
will
be
a
meeting
at
narked after witnessing the the seniors. Why not the whole 440 man, who finished third in
this time to discuss plans for throughout the remainder of the
Shrme Game that if he had seen team?'
the NCJCC meet last year. Other the coming season according to game. Lee Kaupke led the Mus
Eddie LeBaron play before the
veterans of last year's squad in Mustang Mentor Van Sweet, tang attack during the first half
All-American selections he would MUSTANG BASKETBALL
clude
Fred Cooper, javelin; Bob who will coach the diamond while sinking 11 points. Early in
This season Stockton College
nave voted for the Pacific quar
Butterfield, javelin; Tom Eastus, squad after the present S.C. the second half, Lee sprained his
has
a
top
basketball
squad
yet
terback when the ballots were
there seems to be a lack of in discus; Ernest Roberts, high basketball season has been ankle and was forced to leave
t for this honor.
the game. The Mustangs held a
terest
among the students of that jump; and Herb Robinson, 440 completed.
Prescott Sullivan of the San
safe
22-11 margin at half-time.
man.
institution in regards to the
In the meantime, Jimmy
„pnn"SC° PaPer took the above
Newcomes
to
the
team
include
Brown,
regular
infielder
with
Mike Toomay took
"W oned writer to task. Expres- team. In all games played thus Bob Hudson, sprints; Ray Hurlthe Stockton Ports, will assist scoring honors for the Mustangs
far, the Mustang quint has given
of thefans °n the
burt, broad jump, low hurdles, Coach Sweet.
with 17 points, followed by Rod
Van lnf°rmed the mid- their opponents and the fans a
Detrick with 13 counters.
brand of basketball that is hard and 220; John Cobb, sprints and
Astern
to knnw e?pert that ** he wanted to beat. This week-end Coach Van 440; Nat O'Neal, 440; Joe Escatto,
LeBaron all he had
to do «
Sweet's hoopsters are playing mile; Art Wyatt, mile; Ken LofSk
any Ca,iI°ral»
«wi"
two of the top teams in Northern gran, mile; Ray Opper, mile;
California, Menlo and San Mateo. Glenn Books, sprints and low
An a
conclusion that The games are being played in hurdles; and Keith Fitch, high
ncan
Selections deWt
the Pacific Pavilion at 8:15 p.m. ump, javelin, and pole vault.
b°ak Wall Pres® agents- Both Friday and Saturday. Come on Stockton's College track sched
r and Charlie Justice
though
SC students, see your team play. ule for the coming season is as
11
pIayers
did
"°t deserve th?^
They are potential conference follows:
»P°n them tM
°nors heaPed champions but they need your March 9-10 Intramural
Walker was
March 16-17 Interclass
tojureda!V!^yearsupport.
March 24 Sacramento at Stkn.
team's gaJId"0t play in 311 his
SPLITKEIN SKIS
01 the tussles SPORTSMANSHIP
March 31 Open
tor. Walker ,
n
because
of
Eddie LeBaron proved his true April 8 Modesto JC at Stanford
Nw«es was
°
Fine quality skis, steel edged.
g e aSainst n ^ S valiant strug- sportsmanship in the "welcome
April 14
at Modesto
Sizes limited, so come early!
Justice® , Notre Dame.
home" rally given in his honor April 22 Open
year' and ho n°-bal1 of fire this when he returned to COP after
April 29 South
at Modesto
!?°St il«PortantmiSSed his team's participating in the Senior Bowl. May 6 Conference Meet Sacto
game because of Upon receiving his jersey "40",
May 13 Fresno Relays
'iory. jUsf.
0Sen as In
and Walker were LeBaron gave proper credit to
May 20 Modesto Relays
A
^jm-Americans because the team and coaches.
May 26-27 National Meet Visalia

Stockton College Track
Prospects Look Bright

SC BASEBALL
SIGN-UP

Mustangs Sink Fresno
Quint By 60-45 Count

2*2r

SKI
SPECIAL
Reg. 39.50

WHITE STAG

Du b o i s
L e a n e r

s

N0W19.95

AND

Your On-Campus Refreshment Center

SUN VALLEY
Ski Clothes For Men and Women
— FULL LINE OF SKI ACCESSORIES —

FREE
PARKING

cfltesr

Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building

TURNER
HARDWARE

COMPANY

WEBER and AMERICAN

FREE
PARKING

——
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Radio Highlights
By JERRY MULLIN

Campus Traffic Violations Drop;
Student Court Tackles Problems

have been cut
about 75%
traffic Violations
—~
,o,e since
Parking and tra
^ Court a year ago, announced Frank
This week we take a run d0^ j
the Tuesday schedule till
the forming of tne
student Court late last week. Since it,
the 9:15 section on your camP
W°lf, Chief Justice
( h&s dealt with some 125 cases involving
station, KAEO. There to our de forming, the Student
g> smoking, and problems pertaining
light, we discover an epic en petty stealing, traffic
titled "Just Off Broadway. The
personalities responsible for thi these cases, however, perthin to
"different" type of record sh
rContinued from Page l)
are Dave MacDonald and Bod traffic violations.
, The prime purpose of the Stu Watt Memorial Organ. Time
Woods.
"Just Off Broadway" is 15 dent Court is not to turn it into Magazine recently called him one
minutes of the finest in musical a "witch hunt", but to endeavor of the three greatest living intercomedy music presented for your to act in the best interest of the preters of the organ music oi
I listening enjoyment. With tne £»£. body as a whole. Feel,,* Bach. His program here calls for
magic carpet of radio it whisks that some students because of performance of the tremendous
you to your favorite theatre just speech difficulties, etc., cannot "Toccata in D Minor," the "Filth
off Broadway to hear various re adequately plead their cases, he Trio-Sonata in C (Major," and
ports of the show from back Student Court will attempt in the many of the brilliant choral prestage. These reports are both near future to create a Stockton ludes which Bach composed lor
Two students are pictured discussing the new Air Corps ( adet from actors and reviewers; thus College Bar Association. This bar the organ.
Saturday at 3:30 P.M., Horace
Training Program with Captain Baggio, left, and his assistant. you hear not only the music but | association would be composed of
|students that pass a bar exam on I. Brown will direct the Conserva
The students are Berval Poulin, sitting, and Jim Curley, standing. the thread of the story.
' Dave MacDonald, a junior the various campus rules that are tory Symphony in the chorale pre
transfer from Long Beach City j in effect, and upon passing the lude, "Wir glauben all'an Einen
College, is the producer of said; examination they would be able Gott," and the "Concerto in D Mi
FINAL SCHEDULE
show.
Among his experiences, he to represent students who are nor", for two violins and orches
The finals will be given during the week of January 23-27
accounts for time as a magician, brought before the student court. tra (Brown and Lawrence Short
and all classes will meet as scheduled, either for examination
MC, writer for the Jresters (a These lawyers would, of course, soloists, conducted by Virginia
or regular class work.
Long Beach organization) and the i serve without pay. Chief Justice Short.) Also, presented will be
If an examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
Troupers.
His present endeavors : Frank Wolf went on to add:' "I the "Little Fugue in G Minor",
ination hour corresponding to any of the regular lab hours
include not only board operation j feel that this will be an ideal op and the "Clavier Concerto No. 5
may be chosen. COP and 13 and 14 grade physical education
but co-writer with yours truly, portunity for speech and pre-law in F Minor," by Mary Bowling,
activity courses will meet at the time which normally would
me, on a soon to be viewed mu majors to gain valuable experi pianist.
be the examination hour.
sical.
13 and 14 grade classes that ordinarily meet five days a
ence in the field of Judicial Pro
Saturday at 8:20 P.M., a choral
week will have their examination at the time scheduled for
cedure." Full announcements and program with orchestra will be
MWF at that hour. They need not meet for the examination
qualifications for this will be an heard: Cantata No. 78, "Jesus
period scheduled for T. Th, at that hour.
nounced in the very near future. Thou my wearied spirit," by the
COP courses given at 4:15 — 6:00 or 7:15 — 9:00 P.M.
(Continued from Page 1)
(Any students, male or female, Bach Choral Ensemble directed by
will have the final examinations the regular hour on the
who are interested in becoming a Wesley Morgan; the motet for
tion of Schools and Colleges of
regular day during examination week.
' member of the Bar Association double choir, "Singe Ye to the
the Methodist Church. Dr. Burns
should contact Frank Wolfe, Ar- Lord", by the A Cappella Choir,
Class ordinarily meets
was elected to the 21-man group
directed by J. Russell Bodley, and
Daily, M.W., W.F., M.F.:
Examination Time
of the University-Senate in 1948. cania.
the "Magnificat" for chorus, or
M.W.F. 8:00
Monday
10:30—12:30
Students
who
have
violated
any
On January 21 he will then pro
M.W.F. 9:00
Tuesday
10:30—12:30
ceed to Lisbon, Portugal, by air of these laws have the choice of chestra and four soloists: Soprano
M.W.F. 10:00
Wednesday
10:30—12:30
plane. From there he will visit abiding by the decision of the June Hook, Alto Thelma Holton,
M.W.F. 11:00
Thursday
10:30—12:30
Spain, Italy, France and England. Student Court, or appealing to Tenor Jon Pearce and Bass RichM.W.F. 12:15
Monday
1:30— 3:30
Dr. Burns covered some of the the Personnel Committee. Prac- ard Armbrust, directed by MorM.W.F. 1:15
Tuesday
1:30—3:30
same area eighteen months ago tically all of the students, how- gan.
M.W.F. 2:15
Wednesday
1:30— 3:30
when he was in charge of a COP- ever, wish to have the final de-1 Mr. Morgan, who heads wor j
M.W.F. 3:15
Thursday
1:30— 3:30
cision made by the Student Court, in church and community music
sponsored tour.
M.W.F. 4:15
Monday
4:00— 6:00
In his present trip, Dr. Burns for in the Student Court, all court in the Conservatory said, t a
records are destroyed at the end • the total price of admission, or
will
make comparative studies on
Class ordinarily meets:
of each semester.
the three concerts will be $1-50economic and social advances as
T.Th. 8:00
Tuesday
8:00—10:00
well as educational trends. Dr.
T.Th. 9:00
.Wednesday
8:00—10:00
BuBrns expects to be back in late
T.Th. 10:00
Thursday
8:00—10:00
T.Th. 12:15
•Friday
1:30— 3:30
February.
A boy with perfect musical
T.Th. 1:15
Friday
8:00—10:00
pitch grew up with an education
Uncle Jack, the town character,
T.Th. 2:15
Monday
8:00—10:00
President Leon Minear, Vice- in music at COP to become LakeT.Th. 3:15
Friday
10:30—12:30
was 80 years old.
"Don't you hate to grow old?" President Burke W. Bradley, Dr. port's Music Master. He is J- Con
T.Th. 4:15
.Wednesday
4:00— 6:00
Jerome Light, Mrs. Kathleen Sea- ner Hill, music director of tW
T.Th. 5:10
Thursday
4:00— 6:00
he was asked.
"Heck, no," he replied. "If I graves, and A. Douglas Blim rep j Lakeport schools. This year, w
WORLD TODAY examination Thurs. 12:15 previous week
resented Stockton College at a re Clear Lake Union High Sc o
wasn't old I would be dead."
cent meeting of the Northern as host school, his patience a
Junior College Association held at determination resulted in bri
ing to a successful climax °ne
the University of California.
LET'S MEET AT —
the best Lake-Mendocino PrUe
An outstanding feature at the Music Festivals ever hel •
meeting was an orchestra assem also has two children, Wes ey,
bled from students of the dis
and Connie, 7.
trict's junior colleges. The 104General Partner
^
piece group had practiced to
College of the Pacific ha
gether only once, previous prac active Vice-President of tie
PLATE LUNCHES SERVED NOON AND EVENING
tice being done by correspondence. fornia Country Club in
3216 PACIFIC AVE.
PHONE 3-2346
ju.
The orchestra was under the di Seles. Robert Lee Wicker ^
rection of Laurel Canne of Hart- ated with the class of 1- •
nell College.
rai"*" f
presently a General Partner
v0
Mrs. Seagraves, past president the Weco Equipment ComP
of the association, gave a talk on North Hollywood.
the constitution revision.
In the Student Union Building
* "Traffic control begins aty
Patronize our advertisers.
wheel.

MORE BACH

Burns Gont.

Stockton Gol. Faculty WHO'S WHO WHERE
Members Attend Confab

Student Cleaners and Shirt Laundry
Agents for

. . . an immaculately beautiful pattern:
a plain, graceful shaft crowned with
silver foliage. A place setting of six
pieces costs $22.63 (including federal tax).

tyJm. Ide&ti.
J E W E L E R
2047 PACIFIC AVENUE
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

DRIVE-IN

r

CLEANERS
AND

BOB'S SHIRT LAUNDRY
OPEN ALL DAY EVERY WEEK-DAY
SATURDAYS FROM 10 TO 12

PACIFIC 5 & 10
SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

Phone 3-"

PACIFIC MARKET
3200 Pacific Ave.

Dioi e'6

—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—
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Features SNAKE-CHARMER CHARMS, - - STUFFS;
For All USES CLASSMATE AS RATTLER DECOY
are being shown

South Campus

on

1,0

Mo*ies

I movies

N°on
Tuesday and
every
regUlSTiv in Building C on the
Thursd LmpUS. Tuesdays the
S°uth „re free to all students
^Thursday there is a fee of
a
ner person.
ten l first movie shown for the
T
LOU
*
.
The 1
_ . « ro
1949-50
season \X7P
wasQ "DaDaJanuary
./copperfield, the Boy." "Mr.
v
mite" with Lloyd Nolan,
Dy" Hervey, Ann Gillis, and J.
Soli Naish was shown ThursJ January 5. Next was "Ant» which was shown Tuesday,
January 10- This film presented
Arizona's resources, industries,
Tnlavgrounds. Also shown was
Bert Lahr comedy called "Off
he Horses." Yesterday, students
Led "I Can't Give You Anyhing But Love," with Johnny
Lns, Peggy Moran, and Brod
Crawford. The comedy satirized
gangsters, music publishing and
radio.
January 17,
Next Tuesday,
"Real Discovery of California,"
will be shown. This is a scenic
history of water development in
California. Also students will be
able to see "Mr. Grand Sees The
Light," a film presenting scenic
beauties of America, along with
the problems of trailer travel.
"A Chump At Oxford," featur
ing Laurel and Hardy is sched
uled to be shown Thursday, Janu
ary 19. This is a hilarious fulllength comedy concerning two
street cleaners who capture a
bank robber and as a reward are
sent to Oxford.
No noon movies will be shown
during final exam week or the
week of January 30 to February

Heavy Snowfall
Aids Skiing
By TED PHILLIPS
Flash!! Heavy snowfall has
been reported all over the state.
Weekend skiing will be excellent.
Yosemite reports 35-inch pack
with 28 inches of fresh powder
°n top. Conditions are equally
P>od all over the state!!
yes, sir, just like the news rePort says, there is going to be
excellent skiing everywhere this
ee end- So why not take a vaIon from the horrors of cramwg for finals and ride the slats
is weekend? Give yourself a
0War<* one of the nearby
F
S
dav anc* ke °ff early SaturY morning.
Weath tllat 'sn t aH- My personal
PMin+r f°recaster (Ouiga board)
Wav tf g°0d skiinS untfl late
ski » ^°u don't know how to
have1S the time t 0 learn- You
e
an OVv, toonths' time to become
exPert.

Musical Powder
Boxes
AND

Select Record
Albums

1/3 OFF

For you, a trip through an
abandoned Terry and the Pirates
temple may be less eerie than an
interview in a room where a gila
monster, rattlesnakes, and other
assorted reptiles repose. That's
how some folks feel about it. Not
so with a certain young herpelologist. Were you to mention such
reactions he'd likely declare you'd

Summer Vacation
Jobs Are Open
For Students
Is your summer vacation clut
tered with romance? Are you
tired of shoving the Romeos and
Juliets away? Do you wish for
the quiet days and nights of a
peaceful resort? If so, read on.
A folder entitled the Camp Staff
Referral Directory is your guide
to a paid summer vacation as a
staff member of a summer camp
somewhere in the U.S. or Canada.
Anyone wishing information on
this type of summer employment,
should send a request for the
pamphlet to T. T. QUICK, Camp
Staff Referral Service, 210 Fifth
Ave., Suite 1102, New York, 10,
New York.

Adult Education
Dept. New Classes
New classes have recently
opened in the Adult Education
Department. Among these new
classes is a course in Charm and
Personality, which will be held in
room B-l on the south campus
every Tuesday and Thursday
nights from 7:30 to 9:30. One has
to attend only once a week.
This course will be under the
instruction of Miss Reba Watterson, who was crowned Miss Cali
fornia of 1948. This class began
on January 10, and it will con
tinue through February 16. The
entrance fee is $1.00.
Clothing and Tailoring for wo
men has recently been organized
with Mrs. Eve Wasilehen as in
structor. Classes will be held
every Monday afternoon from
1:00 to 5:00 in room B-l. This
class, which is a course for the
advanced, will continue through
March 31. The enrollment fee is
$1.00.

A course in Genealogy and
Family History has recently been
opened, with Mrs. Mary Curtis
as instructor. This class is to be
held in room H-6 each Tuesday
evening from 7:30 to 9:30, and it
will continue through March 31.
Students in this class will be
taught the history of the United
States at an angle through fam
ily history. The enrollment fee
is $1.00.
Another class that should be
of interest to many is a course in
the Fundamentals of Speech,
taught by Dr. Howard Runion.
This class is held in room K-5
every Tuesday night from 7:30 to
-.30.
Individuals may enroll in this
class at any time, for Dr. Runion
wiU be ready to adjust people at
different stages of the course.
The entrance fee for this class
is $1.00.

NOTICE

Graduation pictures for all
January (not June) graduates will
be taken at Pardis-Smith as fol
lows:
Stockton College—Jan. 9 to 14.
College of Pacific—Jan. 15 to 28.

been brought up wrong; you just
didn't know his little animals; and
it was time you got acquainted!
PRIVATE LABORATORY
In one mile west of college on
River Drive, Mervin Larson, 14B
zoology major, works on a hobby
that may decide his future career.
Here he tends "Gila Hattie" — a
gila monster from Arizona that is
the only poisonous lizard repre
sented in the United States —
works with rattlesnakes and tur
tles, and, for diversion, trains his
garter snakes to eat fishworms.
How do his family and friends
react to this hobby? Except for
a little opposition from his dad
"because the rattlesnakes were
dangerous" — he has 4, a tiger
rattler, a red diamondback, and
two Pacific rattlers — things
work out fine on the home front.
One friend from college, Peggy
Pickering, has had interest
enough to name some of his pets.
After Matilda, the California
striped racer, laid a couple of
eggs, Peggy began to feel some
thing like affection for the little
mother. But there are times when
Merv stretches friendship a bit
far. Classmate Tom T. S. Barton
was used as a decoy for rattle
snakes in the deserts of Arizona,
Utah, and New Mexico while
Merv slipped up on the vipers
from behind.
But reptiles aren't his only in
terest. Cecil Swimp, Lucille's exsweetheart in the Buz Sawyer
comic strip, has no greater love
for the mallard duck than Merv
Larson. Fact is, Merv has col
lected and mounted more than
100 birds and small mammals. Or
dinarily a specimen can be moun
ted in about two hours. Twentyfour were spent on his prize spe
cimen, a beautiful milk-white
swan with a 6-foot wing spread.
This whistling swan was among
hundreds killed by chicken chol
era last year. Merv salvaged two
and washed the dirt and stain
from their feathers. Next he
cleaned out all the meat and fat,
leaving only the skulls, wings and
feet bones. In the mounted birds
he used arsenic, cotton and wire.
Borax and cotton went into the
stuffed swan.
One strikingly realistic mount
shows a Great Horned Owl ho
vering over its prey — the bloody
jack rabbit it seems to be tearing
apart. Merv shot it with his bow
and arrow. The kingfisher, Cas
pian tern, and western grebe,
commonly found near the ocean,
he holds among his more inter
esting specimens. Many of his
numerous specimens were col
lected for the Science Department
but have not been brought to the
college for lack of storage space.
His curiosity and love for na
ture have been with Merv since
he was a very little boy. While
most boys his age were begging
for skates and tricycles, Merv was
fascinated by the stuffed animals
in the taxidermist shops.
Eventually he was able to con
vert part of the barn into a labora
tory where he does his taxidermy.
At the moment it seems likely
that his interest and experience
will be used in the teaching pro
fession, but it wouldn't be too far
fetched to hear of Merv Larson's
heading a zoological expedition
into the jungles—far off as this
may be in time and place.

Studio Theater Presents New Play;
Under Direction of Jerry Mullin
Opening in the Studio Theatre on Thursday, January 19, is
another in the current series of Modern European Drama. Under
the direction of Jerry Mullin is The Man Who Married a Dumb
Wife. The production will play Jan. 19, 20, and 21, with all curtains
at 8:00 p.m.
Featured in the leading roles*
are Miss Mary Rhodes and Mr. unable to speak. At first he
Dick Moody. This is Miss Rhodes' doesn't mind not having anyone
Junior year at Pacific, and during to talk to, but after having his
this time she has appeared in wife operated on so that she can
many studio and major produc speak, he wishes that he hadn't.
The situation that follows is
tions.
Dick is a freshman at Pacific one that is sure to furnish the
Theatre and has been seen in two audience with many laughs.
Others in the cast are Babs
of the three studio theatre pro
Dix, Harry Uhlenberg, Fred Curductions.
In brief, the story of the play ley, Pete Duncan, Bob Wasson,
is that of a man who takes a wife and Roger We'ist.

KAEO SCHEDULE
P.M.
7:00
7:30
8:30
9:00
9:05
9:30
9:45

10:00

A.M.
7:30
8:00

SUNDAY
One Nite Stand
Sun. Serenade
World Today
5 Minute News
What's New
Organ Orchids
Chapel Chimes
Journey to Stars
MONDAY
Yawn Patrol
Choices by Chamberlain
Sports News
Monday Moods

8:30
8:40
P.M.
7:00 One Nite Stand
7:30 Musicalmania
8:00 Symp. Tempos
8:30 LeBaron Show
8:45 Chit and Chatter
9:00 5 Minute News
9:05 Vocal Varieties
9:15 Guys and Gals
9:30 Herb's Hash House
9:45 Varsity Corner
10:00 Journey to Stars
A.M. TUESDAY
7:30 Yawn Patrol
8:00 Choices by Chamberlain
8:30 Sports News
8:40 Last Call
P.M.
7:00 One Nite Stand
7:30 Here's to Vets
7:45 Guest Star
8:00 Symp. Tempos
9:00 5 Minute News
9:05 Sinatra-Sings
9:15 Just off Broadway
9:30 Herb's Hash House
9:45 Varsity Corner
10:00 Journey To Stars

A.M.
7:30
8:00
8:30
8:40
P.M.
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9 :05
9:30
9:45
10:00
A.M.
7:30
8:00
8:30
P.M.
7:00
7:15
7:30
7:45
8:00
9:00
9:05
9:30
9:45
10:00
A.M.
7:30
8:00
8:30
8:40

WEDNESDAY
Yawn Patrol
Choices by Chamberlain
Sports News
Last Call
One Nite Stand
Study in Modernism
Master's Hour
A.W.S. Show
5 Minute News
Be-Bop Spoken Here
Herb's Hash House
Varsity Corner
Journey to Stars
THURSDAY
Yawn Patrol
Choices by Chamberlain
Coffee Time
One Nite Stand
Event of the Week
More by Shore
N. G. Show
Symp. Tempos
5 Minute News
Bill Autrey Orchestra
Herb's Hash House
Varsity Corner
Journey to Stars
FRIDAY
Yawn Patrol
Choices by Chamberlain
Sports News
Last Call
KAEO
660 ON YOUR DIAL

Speed Reading

Dan Terry Orch.

Laurence, Kansas (ACP — A
hew speed reading course at the
University of Kansas applies the
theory that proper seeing is a
skill that needs to be learned like
playing a piano or speaking
French. The theory was devel
oped by Dr. Samuel Renshaw, ex
perimental psychologist at Ohio
State University. He believes that
if a person is able to see better,
he will also be able to read more
accurately and quickly.

Dan Terry, his trumpet and or
chestra, known as "The Band of
Tomorrow," are playing nightly
at the new Palladium Ballroom,
326 E. Weber. Art Venable, Dave
Clarkson, and the Glee Club are
featured.

"Most people are about 20 per
cent alive, as far as their basic
senses are concerned," says Dr.
Renshaw.

New Experiment

Future engagements for Terry's
organization may be at the Sir
Francis Drake Hotel on Sundays
and he will be at Tahoe this sum
mer.

Patronize Our Advertisers

see your Eye Physician, then...

Saratoga Springs, New York —
(ACP)—Skidmore College has es
tablished a new experimental ex
amination system. Under the new
system some examinations are
scheduled and others are not. The
scheduled exams are spaced 21
hours apart and must be taken
when scheduled unless they con
flict with other exams. Unsched
uled exams may be taken when
desired as long as they are also
spaced 21 hours apart.

In making this change, the ad
ministration hopes by the equal
spacing to give more time for
review for each examination. The
system has been tested for the
Traffic is when a lot of people past year by the philosophy de
give themselves ulcers trying to partment with completely satis
factory results.
give ulcers to everybody else.

OPTICAL COMPANY

408 EAST MINER AVENUK
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MORE AND MORE F.S.A.
(Continued from Page 1)

permanently on any basis which allows for a split within its
own institution. . .

(8) Inasmuch as the majority of the Stockton College
student body is not closely affiliated with Pacific in their
future plans, the student body of Stockton College needs to
have an organization of its own as well as continue the F.S.A.
relationship. We hope there will continue to be a close co
operative arrangement in musical dramatic, athletic, social,
fraternal and other organizations even though the present
F.S.A. structure is modified.
(9) The Board of Education cannot continue to support
Stockton College intercollegiate athletics financially. For the
last two years the student body has not adequately sup
ported athletics at either the Unit I or Unit II level. A student
organization is necessary which will support and maintain
its own activities.

(10) The State Department of Education recommends
that the Unit I and the Unit II structure be dropped in favor
of an overall type of student body organization to assist in
the development of a four year college.
(11) It is necessary to remember that Stockton College
is a part of the public school system of this community. State
law requires that the administration be responsible for the
general direction of the institution as well as direction of the
student body.
It is necessary that the administration of Stockton Col
lege affect certain changes in the student body organization
in order to bring about a closer relationship between grades
11, 12, 13 and 14 . . .
The principles incorporated within the following plan
have been approved by both administrations. . .
PROPOSED REVISION OF THE F.S.A.

Committee

EDITORIAL
At the last meeting of
^
dministrations of both schools to reorganize the

by

thC

t

Federated

Students Association.

that the audience w
was packed, but
you
We won say
actually feel the tension in the air before the meetin,
could
even
' Whendthe proposal was made by Dean Betz, open de
nial was evident. Repeatedly, requests i or improvements jD
the plan was requested, but only destructive criticism *as
present

Mr. James Wilson, faculty ad
visor, and Joe Gallegos, president
of the committee formed to in
vestigate the split (pardon the
expression) in the two student
bodies, were guests at the Coor
dinating Committee meeting ol forthcommg-iecame
Units I and II, last Monday even
ing.

iDg

strained,

tempers flared and the bicker-

Another meeting is scheduled for next Monday. Willfe

The two were given additional
and faculty this time act like persons able to
briefing on the problem and they students
31
..
li fxr nr will thf* hi/VIr™*:
sume
authority
andi responsibility
or will the bickering be.
will report their findings at the
open Senate meeting next Mon sin again?
day night. This Senate meeting is
On the front page ol this paper appears a joint stateof great importance to members
ment made by Presidents' Burns and Minear.
of both colleges, and I would like
Read it. Before making any hasty decisions, judge all
to urge all of you to attend. Since
the last meeting there has been a the issues involved. Then is the time, through your reprelot of hysterical talk circulating sentatives, to do the yelling.
around the campus as to the ex
tent of the split.
If your questions have not been
answered by the stories in the
Weekly today, at least try to ab
sorb the facts and come to the
meeting with an open mind and
listen to both sides of the prob
lem. When the issue is examined
clearly, it will be understood that
neither side will be losing by the
proposed plan.
Frank Wolfe, another guest at
the meeting, explained the intri
cacies of the Stockton College
student court. This court handles
citations for smoking on campus
and traffic problems. So far the
system has been a success. There
will be a move in the future to
inaugurate a system of lawyers
who will plead the cases of the
defendants.
Mo Hess gave a report on the
pending conference of the Pacific
Student President's Association
which will be held here the first
The sad looking bunch of people shown above are most of
week-end in February. John semester's Weekly staff. These poor souls will slave and s"""
Rhode was chosen to be chairman blood for 16 (we hope) isues. Heaven help 'em!
,
of the conference and will get
Seated, left to right: Vonda Carlton, Jack Francis, Will Fannon.
plans under way.
Standing, first row: Sue Thomson, Felisa Capillo, Gay Hill, egg)
The last topic on the agenda Brooks, Rosalie Rhode, Shirley Rhode. Back row: Reid Turn
was the retiring of the jersey
Phil Guthrie, Phil Korbholz, Bill James, Frank McCarthy.
number 40, in honor of Eddie LeBaron. This was an ironical
move, since the jersey was given
to him that afternoon, six hours
before the meeting. Better late
By BEVERLEY CARPENTER
than never.

SPRING SEMESTER STAFF

MUSIC NOTES

FEDERATION OF
Stockton College Student Association
Pacific Student Association
11th to 14th year
Junior, Senior and
Welton-La Mond Concert
Evening of Opera
Graduate Students
10, the
Last Tuesday, January
On Tuesday evening, January
Letters to Editor
President and other officers
President and other
117, at 8:15 P.M., J. Henry Welton, Opera Class composed of s u
officers
College of the Pacific
tenor, and Charles D. LaMond, from the College of Paci® ^
Student paper, yearbook,
Student paper yearbook,
c-o E. S. Betz, Dean of Men
pianist, will give a recital. They Stockton College presentedincert
assemblies, etc.
Assemblies, etc.
Stockton, California
will represent the faculty of the Evening of Opera. The ca
Social program
Social program
Undet'
; Dear Friends,
College of the Pacific Conserva was directed by Dr. Lucas
Independent treasury
Independent treasury
Beeth
tory.
wood. Excerpts from
°^
COORDINATING AGENCY
Again we are happy for the
"Fidelio," "Abduction fr°ro
Mr.
Welton
will
sing
composi
ot
To provide, as needed, for
privilege of saying "Thank you"
tions by Granz Schubert, Richard raglio" by Mozart, "Marri ^
Common social -affairs
for your gift. How glad we are
Joint conduct of any activity such as drives, student affairs, for friends who are willing to Wagner, and modern composers. Figaro"
—e>— -by
* Mozart,
, Verdi
J «n Trovaan._
He
will
be
accompanied
at
the
Forza
del
Destino,'
band, etc.
share in the responsibility of
piano by Fred Owens.
tore" and "Tales of Hof^a""an.
Suggested structure for financing activities:
bringing help and happiness to
Mr.
La
Mond
will
play
works
Offenbach
were given. Acco ^
1. A student body card, for all Stockton College students (grades the blind.
by
Ellis
Kohs
and
a
composition
ists
were
Patricia
Allen a
11 to 14) would finance all Stockton College activities or pro
Your check for $33.65 will help
een Ham.
vide reduced rates for certain activities. It is suggested that this materially with our three proj by Cesar Franck.
card cost no more than $4.00 per semester.
ects: first, the employment of the
2. Student body membership would continue to be compulsory blind in making interesting books
for all College of Pacific students, the price to be determined for other blind to read; second,
by the College of the Pacific segment of the Federation. It is providing the only health journal
not likely that it would be less than $10.00.
Following is a schedule of the chapel services for the rem
in the world for the blind; and
3. All Stockton College students living on the College of the Pa last, but far from least, helping of the semester.
cific campus would be required to be members of the Stockton with the work of our Morning Sunday, January 15
College segment of the Federation and would be required to Glory Kindergarten for the little
Speaker: Dr. Allan Woodall
purchase an activity card which would give them such privi blind tots.
Topic: "A Poet Looks at Religion"
leges in College of the Pacific as admission to athletic events, We are enclosing our receipt,
Student Leader: Marge Cunningham
social affairs and such others as the students would determine. and again we thank you. May
Special Music: Barbara Baker
s
Under this proposal the total cost to the Stockton College student your school be successful in its Tuesday, January 17
rmT^
living on the College of the Pacific .campus would be not more every undertaking as it was in ' Speaker: J- Quinter Miller of the Federated Council of c
than the cost of the Pacific card.
providing this gift for the blind.
Topic: "The Church's Split Foundation"
Sunday, January 22
4. This privilege of Stockton College membership and purchase
Very sincerely,
Tau KapPa Kappa is in charge of this service. Fina1 arr
of a College of the Pacific activity card would be available to
j
National Transcribers Society , ,
other Stockton College students.
ents
had not been completed at press time.
for the Blind, Inc.
Tuesday, January 24
,.tatiof
LEON P. MINEAR
ELSIE L. COOPER
1
No
service.
The
chapel
will
be
open
for
personal
m
ROBERT E. BURNS
Executive Secretary
all week.

Chapel Services

